
Copying our music to your choir: What are the Limitations of the
Licence?  

This answer is divided into 2 sections  

You can :-   

duplicate CDs/MP3s to members of your choir and/or organisation on CD, Tape, Memory
Stick in Audio or Data format.    

recover material costs to cover duplication so long as there is no profit.    

make adequate backups of the CD to protect your investment. (By adequate we mean an
undefined amount - be reasonable).    

Individuals and members of choirs may transfer music to their MP3 or music player.    

You cannot :-   

make our music available across a file sharing network (P2P public or private).    

store our music in an on-line database or repository of any type.    

edit the tracks.    

duplicate the CD to any other person, choir or choir director outside your membership.
Knowing another choir or choir director does not constitute as being your own choir.    

Transfer ownership, either by gift or by any other means. The only way that ownership can
be transferred is if it the reason for the original purchase, (IE Birthday or Christmas
Present). The intended owner must be stated at the time of transaction, so that the licence
can be prepared accordingly. Upon purchase you own the CD for life. The intellectual
property remains with Note Perfect.    

lend, sell, copy and resell the CD or Data     

make profit from the CD/MP3s or any of the tracks in any way whatsoever.    
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Copying our music to your choir: What are the Limitations of the
Licence?  

Supplying our music to other members of your choir or singing organisation should be in a controlled
manner using the licence suppled at purchase. NB the recipient must be provided with a copy of the
licence, and agree to the terms.  
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